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Oka Towers
Annual Meeting Highlights

The Oka Towers Home Owners Association held the annual
meeting on Saturday, March 25, 2017. We had a quorum with
both actual attendance and proxies.
This year, we re-elected Omaira Perry and added a new
director, Edward A. Kim. They were the only candidates
running, and were elected by acclaim.

Our financial position is much stronger this year, and we have
been steadily increasing our reserves. See the attached
financial report from Deloitte in this newsletter.
The fire system standpipe replacement is complete. We are
running new conduit in some areas as the old had deteriorated
to the point that line could no longer be pulled. Once complete,
Falcon Fire will hook up devices and we can certify the system.
The pool filter’s, pumps, motors, electrical have now been
completely replaced. We are waiting on some parts to finish
the renovation of the jacuzzi and to replace the pool lights.
Pipes and valves have been ordered for the water system
upgrades and that project will commence in 6 to 8 weeks.
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JUST A REMINDER
Please insure that you
dispose of your trash in
the appropriate locations. Boxes and large
items must be carried
down to trash room.
Please use small sized
bags in the trash chute
to avoid clogs.

SOLAR PROJECT UPDATE
In 2016, we began researching the feasibility of solar panels to both off-set rising electrical
costs and to generate revenue for our long range property improvement program. We made
contact with the local representative of a national company, O3 Energy Solutions who offer a
Power Purchase Agreement (PPP). Basically, they cover ALL expenses for the system from
acquisition to Insurance.
We first looked at their offerings and then tried to find competitors with similar options. We
found that there were no companies offering the financing option provided by O3. In fact, no
company on Guam has the ability to offer the financing package. Many companies expressed
an interest in working with us, but we Oka Towers would have to secure all of the financing
and find an insurance company to provide coverage.
Next, we looked into doing the project ourselves to maximize revenue.
We found that our total monthly cost to pay for acquisition, installation, maintenance and
insurance would be around $47,000 per month for 10 years, an increase of $15,000 per
month from what we currently pay GPA. Savings would start in the 11th year. This doesn't
seem an attractive option as over the next 10 years, Oka Towers HOA is facing several
million in other property improvement (including maintenance and repair) costs.
The current proposal calls for the building of carports, covered by solar panels as well as a
shelter by the pool, covering the main roof of the building and if ALL of the owners of the
penthouse units agree, covering their terraces. We are looking at some other areas as well
to maximize our production and generate some additional savings.
The first year savings are modest, at an estimated $18,000. Over ten years, We will save approximately $500,000, which the Oka HOA will redirect to or Property Improvement
Program. That is $500,000 less that the owners will have to pay out of pocket. Potentially a
reduction in special assessments of 10% to as much as 20% over the next 10 years.
We are in the vetting stage of this process and over the next couple months we will be reviewing the contracts, getting all of our questions answered and finalizing the plans. Please
provide as much feedback as you wish so we can all be on the same page.
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